Hobie revolutionized sailing with the Hobie 14. But in 1968, how could Hobie have known that the little fiberglass fun ticket would change the way the world sailed? Perhaps he was too busy to notice. After all, his follow-up vessel—the Hobie 16—rewrote the book just two years later. Today, the Hobie sailing fleet includes everything from the high-performance Wild Cat to the friendly rotomolded Wave and Getaway. And the most approachable of all, the Hobie Mirage Island series - exceptional sailing trimarans outfitted with MirageDrive pedal power.
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FLO HULLS AND REVOLUTIONIZING SAILING SINCE 1968
At Hobie, we believe that kayaking should be accessible, rewarding and—above all else—fun. This starts with locomotion. Why pull with your arms when it’s infinitely more efficient to pedal with your legs?

The MirageDrive® 180 puts you where you’re going with minimum effort, minimal fatigue and a revolutionary bio-engineered design boasting many advantages over the paddle. Hands-free propulsion means your fishing rod is where it should be—in your hands. The 180 feature shifts propulsion from forward to reverse at a whim.

Standing doesn’t come any more comfortable than our hyper-adjustable Vantage Seating. Fit for a king. With breathable fabric, BOA®-set lumbar support, and dual height settings, you’ll never want to leave it. That’s why it’s removable for use on the beach, in camp, or even at home.
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